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ABSTRACT

Running network performance experiments on real systems is essential for a complete understanding of protocols and systems connected to the internet. However, the process of running experiments can be tedious and error-prone. In particular, ensuring reproducibility across different systems is difficult, and comparing different test runs from an experiment can be non-trivial.

In this paper, we present a tool, called Flent, designed to make experimental evaluations of networks more reliable and easier to perform. Flent works by composing well-known benchmarking tools to, e.g., run tests consisting of several bulk data flows combined with simultaneous latency measurements. Tests are specified in source code, and several common tests are included with the tool. In addition, Flent contains features to automate test runs, collect relevant metadata and interactively plot and explore datasets.

We showcase Flent’s capabilities by performing a set of experiments evaluating the new BBR congestion control algorithm, using Flent’s capabilities to reproduce experiments both in a controlled testbed and across the public internet. Our evaluation reveals several interesting features of BBR’s performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Running properly managed experimental evaluations of networks and network services can be tedious and error-prone, which is part of the reason why new network technologies are often primarily (or even exclusively) evaluated by simulation. In this work we present a tool that is designed to aid researchers in increasing reliability and making it easier to run tests on real network hardware.

2 EXPERIMENTAL CHALLENGES

The key difficulties that the Flent testing tool is designed to address, are reproducibility of experiments, testbed configuration and automation, and storage and analysis of measurement data. The rest of this section outlines each of these in turn.

2.1 Reproducing experiments

Reproducing experiments is important for verifiability, for both the researcher, and for independent reproduction by others. However,
Part of the reason for this is the complexity of coordinating different test tools. Since many network benchmarking tools are single-purpose, running different tools at the same time can be necessary when creating complex test scenarios. Often, ad-hoc scripting is the tool of choice when combining test tools, but that can be error-prone and tedious, and usually results in duplication of effort between different test scenarios and deployments. The more ad-hoc the test configuration and setup is, the harder it is to ensure reproducibility of the tests.

### 2.2 Testbed configuration and test automation

Experiments often involve testbeds comprising several physical devices set up to emulate the desired network topology and characteristics, and the configuration of these devices must be managed. This includes correctly configuring network interfaces, applying the algorithm(s) under test, etc. Additionally, the configuration must be verifiable after the tests have run, so that it is possible to certify that a data set corresponds to a particular configuration.

This process can be error-prone, especially as the number of configuration parameters that vary between test runs increase. In addition, configuration can fail, either from human error or from (unchecked) failures in the configuration process, so automation is important in both application and subsequent collection.

Finally, being able to automatically run a test series, including applying configuration between runs, significantly reduces the difficulty of experimental work, and makes it practical to test a larger set of variables in a single setting.

### 2.3 Storing and analysing measurement data

As the number of experiments grows, storing the measurement data and relating it to the right tested configuration becomes harder. This is exacerbated by the previous issue of coordinating several benchmarking tools with possibly different output formats. A standardised way is needed to manage these different benchmarking tool outputs, and extracting the meaningful data points for analysis.

In addition, gathering relevant metadata can be extremely helpful in verifying the test setup and avoiding spurious errors from faulty configurations that make the test data invalid.

### 3 HOW FLENT HELPS

Flent is developed specifically to address the difficulties mentioned in the previous section, while also being extensible to address other future use cases. Flent is written in Python and can drive several other well-known network benchmarking tools, most notably Netperf. This section describes how Flent seeks to address each of the challenges presented in the previous section. A design diagram for Flent is available in the online documentation.¹

#### 3.1 Reproducing experiments

Flent works by running one or more tests, each defined by a configuration file that specifies which benchmarking tools to run, leveraging well-known tools such as Netperf and Iperf. Several tools can be run simultaneously, or in series, and dependencies can be specified between them (e.g., run one tool once another has finished). Each test defined in Flent has a name and a separate configuration file. This greatly aids reproducibility, as the named tests are available along with the source code, and can be referenced reliably across different systems running Flent. The tests are quite versatile, since larger test suites can be composed of the available named tests. This also allows Flent to work well with other tools that manage tests: Anywhere there’s a Python environment and the required underlying benchmarking tools, Flent can run.

When running a test, the output of each testing tool is parsed, and the output data is stored in a common JSON-based format. This makes it easy to create composite tests comprising several different tools, and afterwards directly compare the data collected by the tools. A common example employed in many of the tests included with Flent is running one or more instances of Netperf to produce bulk flows, while simultaneously measuring the end-to-end latency by means of the regular ping command.

### 3.2 Configuration and automation

Flent manages configuration of the test environment by including support for running arbitrary scripts at the start and end of each test in a series. We have found that in the small to medium-sized testbed environments targeted by Flent, scripting is the most flexible choice for configuring nodes. To ensure correctness, these scripts must run before each test invocation, and any failures must be detected. To this end, the batch feature simply provides a facility to run arbitrary commands before and after each test, and (optionally) abort the test if any of the commands fail. Combined with the metadata gathered by Flent at each test-run, this is an effective configuration management and verification facility, without the need to include platform-specific configuration code in Flent itself.

In addition, Flent has built-in batch run capabilities, making it possible to specify a series of test runs to be run in sequence, while supporting inheritance and recursive expansion of variables and config sections to facilitate configuration reuse. By means of this facility, extensive test suites can be built from the named tests.

### 3.3 Storing and analysing measurement data

Flent automatically gathers metadata from the host running the test (and optionally from remote hosts via SSH), and stores the metadata in the data file along with the test data. This means that a single data file can capture a complete test run and be easily transferred to another system for further analysis. In addition, auxiliary data sets can be captured along with the main data series, including queuing statistics from the Linux qdisc layer, socket statistics reported by the operating system during the test, CPU usage, WiFi rate statistics and more. As with the metadata, these auxiliary data sets can be captured from both the local machine running the test, and from instrumented remote devices such as intermediate routers.

Flent also contains an extensive analysis facility, which reads already produced test files and produces plots of the data. A graphical user interface makes it easy to flip between plots of different test runs. Tests can define detailed plots (such as the raw timeseries data of throughput during the test run), as well as aggregate plot types (CDFs, box plots, etc), and it is possible to show several test runs side by side, as well as to combine them into aggregate plots.

¹Flent (and its online documentation) is available at https://flent.org/.
The interactive plotting feature makes for a powerful analysis tool in the exploratory phases of experimental work. Additionally, the tool can also produce final high-quality graphs for publication. The example plots in the next section are all produced by Flent’s built-in plotting facilities.

Many plot types are supported, allowing exploration to be performed directly from within Flent. Should this not be sufficient, it is also possible to export the data to other formats: there’s a CSV export feature in Flent itself, and the JSON data format is readily parsable by other tools.

4 SHOWCASING FLENT: A LOOK AT THE BBR CONGESTION CONTROL

In this section, we showcase the capabilities of Flent to effectively run experiments, by evaluating the BBR congestion control algorithm [6] for TCP. This algorithm was proposed recently, and has garnered significant interest in the research community. BBR is designed to ensure high utilisation at all bandwidths without inducing unnecessary queuing latency (also known as bufferbloat). It does this by continuously estimating delivery rate and path RTT and adjusting its sending bandwidth accordingly. Every eight roundtrips, BBR will enter a one-RTT probing phase to probe for more bandwidth, followed by a drain phase where sending bandwidth is temporarily lowered to allow buffers to drain. BBR also employs packet pacing, where packets are sent at a constant rate over the whole RTT, instead of being bursted out in window-sized bursts as traditional TCP does.

We believe it is relevant to evaluate how BBR performs in the presence of another technology that has been shown to be effective against bufferbloat: Active Queue Management (AQM) algorithms installed at the bottleneck link. Performing such an evaluation is exactly what Flent excels at, since it involves applying well-known testing methodology (bufferbloat tests) to a new scenario (BBR).

To also showcase how we can perform the same tests in different environments and compare the results, we repeat out tests over the public internet. In both evaluations, we compare the performance of BBR with the well-known CUBIC congestion control. We focus on the application level goodput and the end-to-end latency under load as our metrics of interest. In the testbed experiments, we apply the two state of the art AQM algorithms CoDel [13] and PIE [14], which both work by dropping packets before the queue fills up, to signal TCP to slow down. We also apply the FQ-CoDel [11] hybrid AQM and packet scheduling algorithm, which combines CoDel with a flow scheduler to also provide flow isolation, fairness and low latency for sparse flows.

4.1 Experimental setup

For our testbed evaluation, we re-use the testbed from a previous study of AQM algorithms [10]. The testbed consists of five nodes, connected as depicted in Figure 1. All nodes are regular x86 PCs with Intel Core 2 CPUs and Intel 82571EB network controllers, running Debian Jessie with a backported Linux kernel version 4.11. We configure the bottleneck to be 10 Mbps and the baseline RTT between client and server to be 50 ms. This emulates a connection to a server on the internet over a residential internet connection.

Flent runs at the node labelled ‘Client’ and runs tests against the ‘Server’ node. We run three different tests included in the Flent source distribution: A TCP download test and a TCP upload test (each running one TCP flow in the respective direction combined with a periodic ICMP Ping to measure latency), and the Realtime Response Under Load (RRUL) test [16], which is designed by the bufferbloat community as a stress test to show the presence of bufferbloat. The latter test runs a total of eight simultaneous TCP flows (four in each direction) while simultaneously measuring latency using both UDP and ICMP packets.

For the test running over the public internet, we run the same suite of tests, but between a test machine located at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia in Italy and another machine located at Karlstad University in Sweden. The path characteristics between the two endpoints are unknown before the experiment is conducted.

We use the batch facility of Flent to repeat all tests 15 times (for the internet tests) and 30 times (for the testbed tests). We use the interactive plotting interface to explore individual test runs and point out interesting features, and the aggregate plotting facilities to combine all the test runs into meaningful metrics for the tested algorithms. Detailed instructions for replicating the experiments are available online.\(^2\)

4.2 Testbed results

In the testbed results, we first examine the behaviour of a single flow with a FIFO queue, using the TCP upload test.\(^3\) We use Flent’s default timeseries graph of throughput and ping latency over the duration of the test to get an idea of how the two different congestion control algorithms work. These graphs are shown in Figure 2. We clearly see how the latency increases to around a full second when using CUBIC; and when the queue overflows we see spikes in both latency and goodput as delivery of data to the application first slows down, then catches up after packets have been retransmitted.

In contrast to this, BBR manages a level throughput and low latency for most of the time, punctuated by spikes in latency every 10 seconds when the algorithm probes for more bandwidth. This shows BBR working as intended and preventing most of the bufferbloat on the bottleneck link from affecting the application. This comes at only a small cost in bandwidth: BBR achieves an average of 9.35 Mbps, while CUBIC achieves 9.55 Mbps.

Turning to the AQM algorithms, one feature of BBR’s behaviour is that since it does not interpret loss as a sign of congestion, it is not being controlled only by the AQM. This can be seen in the data in two ways: In the drop behaviour of the AQMs, and in the relative performance of the different AQM algorithms. The number of packets dropped by the CoDel AQM is seen in Figure 3. This is

\[\text{See https://www.cs.kau.se/tohojo/flent/}.\]

\[\text{Since the bottleneck is symmetrical, the TCP download test shows identical behaviour in this scenario.}\]
captured from the bottleneck router by the auxiliary data collection facility in Flent. From the figure, it is very clear that CoDel works as intended for the CUBIC flow: After a small burst of drops during TCP slow start (seen at top-left of the graph), CoDel tunes itself to a drop rate that keeps CUBIC oscillating around the bottleneck bandwidth: around one drop per two seconds in this case.

In contrast to this, for the BBR flow, CoDel keeps increasing the drop rate in an attempt to get the queue under control, whenever BBR increases the rate in the probe phase. This is seen in the crosses on the lower part of Figure 3 that look like they are aligned vertically above one another. Actually, these are not completely vertical, but rather show a sharply increasing drop rate over a very short time (this is barely visible in the figure, but can be clearly seen when zooming in on the plot). Between the probe episodes, periods of quiescence appear, where the AQM does not drop any packets.

When looking at the latency distribution, it is clear that BBR is less influenced by the AQM than CUBIC is. To show this, we turn to one of the aggregate plots available in Flent. Figure 4 shows a CDF of the latency measurements across all test repetitions for the CoDel and PIE AQMs for both CUBIC and BBR. Consistent with earlier evaluations of the AQMs [10], CoDel achieves lower delay than PIE, since it tends to drop more aggressively. However, because this difference is more pronounced when using CUBIC (the leftmost and rightmost lines), it means that the relative performance of BBR and CUBIC is reversed depending on the AQM: With CoDel, the queueing delay is lower when using CUBIC than PIE, while the reverse is true for PIE. Another interesting feature is the shape of the tail of latency measurements: For CUBIC, the AQMs have a few but quite high spikes of latency at the 99th percentile. For BBR, these do not appear, but a thicker tail, starting at the 80th percentile, of latency measurements up to 125 ms is clearly visible.

The FQ-CoDel hybrid AQM/fairness queueing algorithm shows almost no induced latency for either congestion control, consistent with earlier results. This is not shown in Figure 4 as it would obscure the lines of the other algorithms; however, the FQ-CoDel results are included for the RRUL test considered next.

To evaluate a scenario with higher load on the link, the RRUL test is an excellent tool. An overview of the aggregate behaviour for the different combinations of AQMs and congestion control algorithms using the RRUL test is shown in Figure 5. This plot is a so-called "ellipses plot", which is another of the plot types included in Flent. This plot is excellent for summarising a lot of data in a compact representation. The latency axis is flipped to make "better" values be up and to the right, to fit the intuition of laymen. The dots for each data series is the median values, while the ellipses are 1-σ ellipses of the values on the two axes (so larger ellipses indicate higher variance and the angle of the ellipsis shows the direction of covariance between the variables).

From the figure, the same trends are visible as before: The behaviour of BBR does not change significantly depending on the AQM. As the RRUL test has a larger number of active flows, the

---

4 The CUBIC FIFO case is omitted as that shows latency so high that it would squeeze the rest of the figure to the point of making it illegible.

5 The use of this type of graph has not been invented for Flent; it was pioneered for visualising bandwidth/latency tradeoffs by Weinstein in [17].
latency induced by BBR is higher; and so CUBIC induces less latency than BBR with both PIE and CoDel, but BBR achieves slightly higher throughput. Finally, the superior performance of the FQ-CoDel AQM is clearly visible.

Figure 5: Ellipses plot of throughput and latency for the RRUL test.

In summary, our testbed evaluation clearly shows several interesting features of BBR: It achieves a significantly lower latency than CUBIC on a FIFO queue, although the intermittent probing behaviour gives significant latency spikes. In addition, the induced latency is higher when many flows are active, and AQM algorithms do not impact the performance as much as they do for CUBIC. However, the AQMs will sharply increase their drop rates in response to BBRs probing behaviour. While this does not impact the behaviour of BBR itself in this test, it has the potential to impact other flows sharing the bottleneck negatively.

4.3 Public internet results

To test how BBR performs outside a controlled environment, we set out to repeat out experiments "in the wild". Because the tests we performed are built-in to Flent, repeating the tests was simply a matter of installing the tool, transferring the configuration file for batch run to another machine, and making a few adjustments (such as the target host for the tests). We performed these repeated tests over the public internet between our two universities. The path characteristics were not known in advance, but the test data allows us to infer several things of interest, as we will see below.

The initial one-flow test is shown in Figure 6. BBR shows consistent performance around 110Mbps of throughput, while CUBIC has an initial spike at around the same speed, but quickly becomes erratic and achieves low overall throughput (20 Mbps mean throughput for CUBIC over the whole test, 110 Mbps for BBR).

Since the CUBIC throughput decreases over a series of events, we hypothesise that the bottleneck router is shallowly buffered, and other users sharing the bottleneck causes our flow to experience a lot of packet drops. To confirm that the drops in throughput correspond to window reduction events, we examine the TCP congestion window data (as reported by the operating system and captured as an auxiliary data series by Flent).

This is shown in Figure 7 for both the flow depicted above, and for another flow from a separate test we conducted at night (where the network load is likely to be lower, which should lead to fewer overflow-induced drops). From this figure, we clearly see the characteristic CUBIC window increase and decrease. We also see significantly better performance for the experiment conducted at night (dashed line); the average throughput for this run is 115 Mbps, on par with what BBR achieves. However, we still see several consecutive loss events, which strengthens our shallow buffer hypothesis.

Next, we turn to the RRUL test. Figure 8 shows the aggregate results of the whole test series for both BBR and CUBIC, and showcases the box plot type also featured in Flent. We also added a third contender: CUBIC with packet pacing (labelled "P. CUBIC" in the graph), to see how much of BBR’s performance comes from pacing.

From the figure, we see that having more than one active flow significantly increases the total bandwidth available. We also see that pacing does indeed help CUBIC achieve better throughput in one direction, while it is less conclusive in the other. In either case, BBR consistently performs significantly better, keeping aggregate throughput steady for all tests, at a slight cost in latency.

In summary, we have repeated our tests from the testbed over the public internet, and confirmed several features of BBR. In particular, not treating every drop as a sign of congestion allows BBR to achieve better performance in the face of what appears to be a congested bottleneck link with shallow buffers, although possibly to the detriment of competing flows. We have also shown how to use the data gathered by Flent to infer properties of the bottleneck link, such as the congestion levels at different times of day.
5 RELATED WORK

The difficulties of properly constructing and performing experiments, and of reporting accurately on the results of them are not limited to experiments conducted on real hardware. For instance, Kurkowski et al. [12] found that many simulation studies in the MANET research community suffered from a series of common errors, many of which are related to those discussed here (e.g., lack of reproducibility and ambiguous initial configuration).

Turning to test tools, the TEACUP system [18] is a test automation framework created specifically to test TCP implementations. It differs from Flent in that its focus is on managing an entire testbed infrastructure. This means that it has more features for configuration, but also makes more assumptions on topology and the nature of the testbed than Flent does. Additionally, while TEACUP offers graphing and analysis of test results, these are more limited, and there is no interactive GUI to explore the data. Netesto [4] is closer in function to Flent, but also focuses on orchestration of several nodes when running a test, and supports fewer types of traffic.

D-ITG [3] is a traffic generation and test platform with an extensive list of supported traffic profiles. It is geared towards running in a managed testbed and emphasis is on remote management with a separate control network to transfer logging data. As such, unlike Flent, D-ITG does not include facilities to interoperate with other tools and does not offer integrated analysis and plotting tools. Flent can use D-ITG as a benchmarking tool in test definitions.

TEMPEST [7] is a simulation framework that makes it possible to run packet scheduling code from operating system kernels in a simulated environment and evaluate various performance metrics with an accessible graphical user interface. As such, it shares the goal of Flent of making it easier to evaluate real networking code, but takes the approach of porting the code to a simulation environment instead of running experiments in a live environment.

Dummynet [5] and netem [9] are emulation modules that can be used in a real network topology to emulate network features not available in the physical hardware. Flent can be used to run experiments in topologies that include emulated dummynet or netem links. Indeed, we use netem for the purpose of adding latency to the bottleneck link in our own testbed.

Finally, several platforms are available for researchers to run their experiments in extensive testbeds, either isolated or across the public internet [1, 2, 8, 15]. Flent can be used to drive experiments on these platforms, further increasing the ease of running experiments.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented Flent, a tool to facilitate experimental evaluations of networks, specifically designed to deal with commonly encountered issues with running experiments. These issues include creating reproducible tests, storing and analysing data, and test automation and configuration management. Flent tackles each of these issues, and is flexible enough to be widely applicable.

We have showcased Flent through an analysis of the BBR congestion control algorithm, both in a controlled testbed with various active queue management algorithms installed, and in an uncontrolled setting over the public internet. This analysis has shown how BBR functions without reacting to drops as a sign of congestion, and revealed several interesting consequences of this behaviour.

Development of Flent is ongoing, and future plans include improving the ability to run tests from the graphical user interface, as well as adding support for more data sources and low-level test tools. This development is guided by feedback from the online community as well as our own needs when running experiments.
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